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Problem and Motivation.  Recent advancements in automation and computational intelligence have enabled increasing development 
of physiological closed-control control (PCLC) anesthesia systems [1]. Typically, these are vertically integrated systems of sensors, 
actuators, and processing platforms. Evaluating alternative control algorithms, sensors, and actuators is challenging due to this vertical 
integration.  

Porting integrated PCLC systems onto interoperable platforms can enable rapid development of hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testbeds. 
Simulation capabilities can be introduced and alternate actuators/sensors can be easily replaced to facilitate system modification and 
testing. PCLC anesthesia systems can also benefit from the services offered by interoperability platforms, such as safety fallbacks, 
security, and data logging, to alleviate R&D and risk management burdens. 

Method.  We chose the EasyTIVA PCLC anesthesia system from MedSteer [2] as the subject system and ported it onto our OpenICE 
interoperability research platform [3].  The EasyTIVA system uses two Alaris GH infusion pumps to administer propofol and 
remifentanil to the patient for anesthesia during surgical procedures, where its control algorithm automatically titrates the infusion 
rates of both pumps based on the patient’s depth of anesthesia measured by a VISTA BIS monitor.   

OpenICE follows the standard Integrated Clinical Environment (ICE) architecture [4] to safely coordinate medical devices and 
software applications (‘apps’). We developed two communication apps in OpenICE, one for the Alaris GH pumps and the other for 
the BIS monitor, to intercept and forward the communication between these devices and the EasyTIVA control algorithm (installed 
and running on a separate computer). In this ported configuration, the control algorithm and medical devices are ‘talking’ to the 
communication apps rather than directly to each other. These apps also broadcast the communicated data and commands to the rest of 
OpenICE to support testing and future clinical investigation.  

Implementing the communication apps only requires the knowledge of the control algorithm’s communication protocols with medical 
devices, including the handshaking procedure, timeout periods of waiting for responses from the devices, and contingency actions 
upon connection failures. No modification to the EasyTIVA control algorithm is needed. 

Result. Preliminary testing of the OpenICE-based EasyTIVA variant using synthesized BIS data confirmed that it performed 
equivalently to the vertically integrated system under the test protocols we executed. The control algorithm correctly received BIS 
scores and other data from the BIS monitor and titrated the propofol and remifentanil infusion rates; and the Alaris pumps correctly 
received and executed control commands from the control algorithm.  

We also implemented a simulated BIS monitor app that feeds the EasyTIVA control algorithm with pre-defined BIS trend at the 
expected frequency. This app allowed us to test EasyTIVA without a physical BIS monitor, which demonstrates the feasibility of 
leveraging the OpenICE-based variant into a HIL testbed for assessing EasyTIVA. 

Conclusion.  Our method of porting EasyTIVA onto OpenICE can potentially be generalized to other PCLC systems. Generalization 
may be limited by the lack of commercial medical devices that support external control or the publicly accessible documentation of 
their communication protocols.  One way to tackle these limitations is to standardize the data interfaces of medical devices, such as in 
form of Medical Device Interface Data Sheet [5], that include adequate device information to enable safe external control.  
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